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Do you want to know how to make beautiful drawings? Have you always wanted to know how to

make phenomenal patterns? Are you ready to discover Zen doodle art and ready to make beautiful

masterpieces? When you listen to this book, your Zen doodle skills will improve rapidly! You will

discover everything you need to know about making shapes and Zen doodling. These fun and easy

tips will transform your drawing skill set. You'll be excited to see your gorgeous artwork and

masterpieces while sharing with friends and family. Here are some of the topics covered: What you

can do with Zen doodle Introducing curves Distortion and shadows How Zen doodle can help you

Zen doodle designs and how to source them This book breaks training down into

easy-to-understand modules. It starts from the very beginning of drawing and doodling, so you can

get great results - even as a beginner!
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I am not an artist and I have no idea with zen drawing but I was curious with this book and read it. I

have learned a lot from this book and I know I can share it with my daughter which is an artist.

For someone who draws a lot, but has never heard of zentangle. This was a great book, Because I

have a lot of drawing experience already, I didn't read every page. But its great for beginners! Gave

me many good ideas for some of the drawings I've been working on. Zentangle is a fun but relaxing

way to draw, you can do it while watching T.v. Or waiting on someone or something, Anyone who



likes to mindlessly doodle should read this book!

My little daughter expressed her gratitude when I shared the techniques of drawing given in this

book, with her. She enjoyed a lot, doing doodling is really fun for her. Very simple and easy to do. I

read for her but I too enjoyed the reading and after that I enjoyed drawing very much.

The description lead me to believe this would be a interesting creative "tangle"/"doodle" book.

Instead it is an uninteresting little black and white pamphlet that contains very little information.

Don't waste your money. There are countless beautiful amazing books on doodling and Zentangle

out there in wondrous color for about the same price.

I didn't understand what my big sister was doing all these years. In my mind she was just

"scrabbling" or I should say "Doodling". But really and truly she had a set pattern and structure to

how she was drawing and this book made me understand the difference. Doodling: is a random

design. It has no rules. You simply draw down shapes and then fill them in with anything that you

heart desires. Thus doodling is freeform. While Zen Doodling: are lines drawn to create the original

strings or main lines that form a pattern. Then into each area of the pattern, different patterns are

introduced which are structured and very organized. This is what makes the difference and it is an

important difference because the discipline that is introduced with Zen doodle is what makes it so

concentrated and therapeutic. Great guide I must say.

I'm a lover of drawing and wanted to do the same level of many people I know, I started drawing in

high school, drawing manga most of all, if Japanese culture is something that attracts me but

wanted to learn more, other types of drawing and start from the basics, so acquired this book seems

to me just what I wanted, another type of drawing in a clear and comprehensive book.Find

interesting art in this style, Zentangle had not heard but seeing the drawings fell in love, I'm

somewhat advanced in this style, and my friends like many of my drawings. It is a relaxing and fun

style of this book and explains step by step how. it's simple, you just have to have a lot of

dedication.

I really loved this book. It was a perfect book. Have wanted to draw and this is perfect for me and a

great way for me to express my spirituality in art. Great suggestions and a perfect lead in to a new

hobby for me. I'm inspired, A pretty good introduction to Doodling. Not too much detail on any one



topic, but enough to point you in the right direction. This book is a great resource for anyone wanting

to get started with Zen doodle, honestly a great book to learn, and to get new ideas if you are new to

this art form. I love it.

It was a nice book on Drawing.The author explains and emphasizes the importance of their tools.It's

also will help you think of fun,, new ideas to try. The author also has a list of materials you need to

start with your first Zentangle. She also includes ideas on where to go for help with their drawings by

other artists. The best part, you have to not be an artist to draw these.Strongly recommended to

drawing learner.
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